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i apologize! I Apologize! I APOLOGIZE! I really didn't intend to refer to the first 
wing of Perks Residence Hall as "the old dorm." It must have been a gremlin (Do you 
know what that is?) in the mimeograph machine. Really though it is the opinion of 
most of us that we should begin to refer to the Residences by some way other than 
the "old dorm." Let's all begin to refer to them by a more appropriate designation 
such as Perks Hall or Beatty Hall. Perhaps we should refer to the two wings of the 
Perks Hall as the north wing and the south wing or the east wing and the west wing 
or the northeast wing and the southwest wing. Or perhaps even the Davis wing and 
the Thompson wing. With all these wings a-flapping around here we should really 
get to flying. Seriously now, something other than "old dorm" is really necessary.

And while we are speaking about speaking about the Residences, perhaps we should 
all consider the habit some have got into of refering to the dormitories as the 
"boys dorm" or the "girls dorm." For after all, you are no longer boys and girls, 
are you?

CONCERNING STUDENT PARKING: Your attention is called to the following:

1. All the vehicles brought onto the campus by students must be registered.
2. All vehicles must have a parking permit sticker on the windshield of the 

vehicle or in a conspicuous place on a motorcycle or honda.
3. There is no on-street parking for students vehicle (with two exceptions 

made below). It means 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
4. Students are to park in their designated parking area as indicated by the 

color of the parking permit.
Green Beatty Hall parking lot
Orange Perks Hall parking area
Blue Gymnasium parking lot
Red Chapel parking lot

Because of the increased of the number of students on the campus and the increased 
number of those who are driving cars, the following parking areas are being opened 
to certain individuals.

1. Lady residents may park on the west side ONLY of the street that runs between 
the tennis courts and Perks Hall.

2. On the street that runs by the President's residence and to the gymnasium, 
the men who are in Perks Hall may park on the east side ONLY.

Please be sure to observe the parking regulations of the campus and these changes.

ATTENTION: Sign up for your interviews with the District Superintendents. Do so 
in the Administration Building.

MISSIONS SEMINAR: Wednesday, January 18, 6:30 p.m. in room C-2. Our Spiritual 
Emphasis Week speaker, Rev. Wesley Hurst, will be there to discuss 
some of the mechanics of missions appointments and work.


